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Main Features: 1. Supports multi-blog and multi-username setups. 2. Handles weblogs consisting of one or more sub-weblogs. 3. Allows for
multiple weblogs per domain and multiple user accounts on each weblog. 4. Composes entries, publishes them, and displays the history entries
for users. 5. Composes entries offline and stores them in the clipboard. 6. Provides basic spell checking. 7. Supports attachments. 8. Supports
previewing of weblogs. 9. Shows the last update time for each weblog. 10. Connects to and removes weblogs from a weblog service(s). 11.
Displays the last 30 weblogs for each user and the last 30 weblogs for a weblog. 12. Lets users link to other weblogs. 13. Allows for users to be
anonymous, hide their entries, and view only their own entries. 14. Provides users with the ability to read the comments made by other users.
15. Lets users edit their comment header and comment body. 16. Lets users vote on entries. 17. Allows users to subscribe to weblogs. 18.
Provides a scheduler which lets you define and setup recurring tasks for publishing your entries. 19. Lets users schedule their entries to post
automatically. 20. Lets users insert links to the entries in their weblogs. 21. Allows users to delete their weblogs. 22. Lets users import their
entries from HTML formatted files. 23. Lets users import their entries from the clipboard. 24. Lets users create RSS feeds of weblogs. 25. Lets
users publish their entries without being connected to the internet. 26. Supports external authentication. 27. Lets users configure the backend
where their weblogs are stored. 28. Lets users import, export, and export import weblogs. 29. Supports weblogs stored on an FTP server. 30.
Lets users setup automatic publish actions and RSS feed updates. 31. Lets users define a schedule for the automatic publish actions. 32. Lets
users edit the template which drives the appearance of the client. 33. Lets users use different themes for different weblogs. 34. Lets users
configure the theme for their weblogs. 35. Lets users configure the color of the client. 36. Lets users configure their weblog so that entries are
hidden from users and RSS feed updates. 37. Lets
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KEYMACRO is a minimalistic Macro recorder for the Windows environment. It allows you to make unlimited macros on a single keyboard or
on several at once with different combinations of keys. Additionally, you can record the keyboard press duration. KEYMACRO supports
different types of key combinations: Alt / Win / Insert Ctrl / Del Alt / Win / Left / Right / Up / Down Alt / Win / A / S / D / Insert Ctrl / Del / L
/ R / Up / Down Alt / Win / A / S / D Ctrl / Del / L / R This allows to quickly record the most commonly used combinations. Once a macro is
recorded, it can be played back with a single click. You can also play back multiple macros at once At the end of the macro you can review all
the keys pressed with an extra clear and fancy keyboard mode. AutoPlay is a simple system to automatically play the last macro you played
AutoPlay can also play a random macro from a folder of macros AutoPlay can also be used as a voice command recorder AutoPlay can be used
as an alarm AutoPlay can be used as a remote control for Windows Media Player. AutoPlay can be used as a random word picker If you want to
give AutoPlay some personality, you can give it a custom picture, a title and so on AutoPlay can also be used as a command for other
applications. To change the keys combination of AUTOPLAY you can use the configuration tool. KEYMACRO is a minimalistic Macro
recorder for the Windows environment. It allows you to make unlimited macros on a single keyboard or on several at once with different
combinations of keys. Additionally, you can record the keyboard press duration. KEYMACRO supports different types of key combinations:
Alt / Win / Insert Ctrl / Del Alt / Win / Left / Right / Up / Down Alt / Win / A / S / D / Insert Ctrl / Del / L / R / Up / Down Alt / Win / A / S /
D Ctrl / Del / L / R This allows to quickly record the most commonly used combinations. Once a macro is recorded, it can be played back with
a single click. You can also play back multiple macros at 77a5ca646e
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- Entries can be created both online and offline. - Users can delete entries online. - Users can set a maximum number of days for an entry to
stay on your weblog before it is automatically deleted. - Users can set a maximum number of links in a entry. - Users can set a maximum
number of attachments in an entry. - Users can add a password to an entry. - Users can set a maximum number of comments per entry. - Users
can have their entries emailed to them. - Users can receive automatic notification emails whenever someone replies to their entries. - Users can
automatically delete all of their entries at a specific date and time. - Users can have their entries reset, so that they are not associated with their
previous account and will need to register again. - Users can manage their weblogs from a web page. - Users can manually review their entries
and edit entries. - Users can filter entries by date, author, keyword, and type. - Users can customize the look of their weblog. - Users can
customize the layout of their weblog. - Users can have their weblog featured in the weblog. - Users can create a custom layout for each entry. Users can have their entries put into categories. - Users can use HTML formatting in their entries. - Users can set a custom message in their
entries. - Users can set a custom photo in their entries. - Users can set their names and email addresses in their entries. - Users can see their
weblogs from a web page. - Users can have different color themes for their weblogs. - Users can schedule entries to be posted at certain times
and dates. - Users can schedule entries to be published at certain times and dates. - Users can easily create and share their own RSS feed. Users can assign categories to entries. - Users can set their own IP address and port in order to prevent having to share their IP address with
their weblog's host. - Users can easily add RSS and Atom feeds. - Users can easily edit the HTML and CSS of the weblog. - Users can easily
remove the photos and attachments from their weblogs. - Users can easily view the entries and comment and reply to those entries from the
weblog's main page. - Users can easily view all of their entries from the weblog's main page. - Users can easily view all of
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Ecto is a desktop blogging client for Windows. With ecto you can write and manage entries for your weblog(s). The advantage over using your
weblog's control panel is that you can compose entries offline and use the extra features ecto offers, such as spellcheck, creating links,
attachments, and much more. ecto is designed to make blogging much more easier and yet give the users as much power as possible to manage
their weblogs. Platforms: Windows Category: Blogging clients Price: Free OS: Windows XP / Vista / Windows 7 / Windows 8 / Windows 10
Submit your review or comment about Ecto at: Your Name: Your Review/Comment: 2 + 2 =? You need to be logged in to rate this. Ecto
1.4.0.6 Ecto is a desktop blogging client for and Windows. With ecto you can write and manage entries for your weblog(s). The advantage over
using your weblog's control panel is that you can compose entries offline and use the extra features ecto offers, such as spellcheck, creating
links, attachments, and much more. ecto is designed to make blogging much more easier and yet give the users as much power as possible to
manage their weblogs. Ecto is a desktop blogging client for and Windows. With ecto you can write and manage entries for your weblog(s). The
advantage over using your weblog's control panel is that you can compose entries offline and use the extra features ecto offers, such as
spellcheck, creating links, attachments, and much more. ecto is designed to make blogging much more easier and yet give the users as much
power as possible to manage their weblogs. Platforms: Windows Category: Blogging clients Price: Free OS: Windows XP / Vista / Windows 7 /
Windows 8 / Windows 10 Submit your review or comment about Ecto at: Your Name: Your Review/Comment: 1 + 1 =? You need to be logged
in to rate this. Ecto 1.4.0.6 Ecto is a desktop blogging client for and Windows. With ecto you can write and manage entries for your weblog(s).
The advantage over using your weblog's control panel is that you can compose entries offline and use the extra features ecto offers, such as
spellcheck, creating links, attachments, and much more. ecto is designed to make blogging much more easier and yet give the users as much
power as possible to manage their weblogs. Ecto is a desktop blogging client for and Windows. With ecto you can write and manage entries for
your weblog(s). The advantage over using your we
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System Requirements:

Download Client *Windows Vista/Windows XP/Windows 2000/Windows 98/Windows ME/Windows NT/Windows 2000: Install Client Run
Native Client (Win64) *Mac OS: Install Client Run Native Client (X86) Linux: Minimum 1024 MB of Ram:
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